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Status and results of E362 (K2K)
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Niigata U., Okayama U., Tokyo U. of Science, Tohoku U., Chonnam National U., Dongshin U., Seoul
National U., Boston U., U. of California (Irvine), U. of Hawaii (Manoa), State U. of New York at Stony
Brook, U. of Washington at Seattle, Warsaw U., Solton Institute,
New members since 2002
Hiroshima U., Osaka U., TRIUMF, U. of British Columbia, U. of Barcelona, U. of Geneva, U. of Rome,
Saclay, U. of Valencia, Institute of Nuclear Study-Moscow

1. Status of neutrino oscillation studies

E362 (K2K) was proposed in 1995 to establish
neutrino oscillation which was indicated in atmo-
spheric neutrino observation in old Kamiokande
experiment. Since then, rapid progresses of neu-
trino physics have been made.

The large mixing angle solution (LMA) has
been shown to be the right solution of solar neu-
trino deficiency by Super Kamiokande (SK) and
SNO experiment. Also it has been shown that
νµ and ντ components exist in solar neutrinos, a
clear evidence of neutrino oscillation. Also Kam-
land results on reactor anti-neutrinos show the
∆m2 and mixing angle are consistent with solar
neutrino observations with a hint of spectrum dis-
tortion.

As for the atmospheric neutrino deficiency, a
definite evidence that the deficit is in deed due to
νµ → ντ oscillation is not firmly established yet.

2. Aim of the K2K experiment

It is still important to show definite evidence
of neutrino oscillation at about ∆m2 ∼ 10−3eV 2.
The advantages of accelerator neutrino experi-
ments, compared to cosmic ray experiments can
be summarized as follows.

(1)Neutrino beam can be measured just after
its production to be compared with beam at far
detector

(2)Since the distance is fixed, the effects of os-
cillation is a well defined function of neutrino en-

ergy.
(3)The recent progress in neutrino experiments

has made it clear that further precision measure-
ment of neutrino oscillations will be one of the
most important and fruitful experimental chal-
lenge for a decades or two. The precision required
in those measurements need well controlled envi-
ronment which most likely need accelerator mea-
surements. It is important to gain experiences
and basic data, such as knowledge of neutrino in-
teractions at low energy, for future high precision
experiments.

We report present status, results obtained so
far, and future prospects.

3. Status of K2K

K2K was approved as a KEK PS experiment
in 1996 and finish construction 1999. Data tak-
ing started in November 1999. K2K has accumu-
lated data corresponding to 4.8×1019 protons on
target (POT) by July 2001. We call this period
K2K-1. After a long shutdown due to the acci-
dent of SK in November 2001, the configuration
of PMTs in SK has been changed. K2K started
again in December 2002 and accumulated data
till February 2004. We call this period K2K-2.
In K2K-2, although analysis is still in progress,
we have accumulated about 4 × 1019 POT. The
analysis during this period shows no degrading of
the SK performance for analyzing neutrino events
with relevant energy region.
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Figure 1. A event display of QE event candidate
in SciBar detector.

In summer 2003, Lead Glass counters was re-
placed by a new fine grain detector (SciBar). The
SciBar detector is a ’fully active’ tracking detec-
tor with fine segmentation consisting of plastic
scintillator bars. Figure 1 show a candidate of
charged current quasi elastic (QE) event in the
SciBar detector. Clear signature of stopping pro-
ton and muon can be seen. An improvement
of the measurement of neutrino energy spectrum
and of knowledge of neutrino interactions are ex-
pected.

4. The method of long baseline experiment

K2K has been successful in controlling neutrino
beam. Neutrino beam is monitored its flux and
direction by two methods. One is pulse-by-pulse
measurements of flux and profile of high energy
muons which accompany neutrinos in π → µ + ν
decay. This monitor has been indispensable also
for tuning the primary proton beam.

The other is measuring neutrino interactions
in near detectors (ND), which is located 300 m
from the proton target. Measurements made at
the ND are used to verify the stability and the
direction of the beam, and to determine the flux
normalization and the energy spectrum before the
neutrinos travel the 250 km to SK.

The results show that both high energy and low
energy parts of the secondary (mainly pions) can
be directed to SK with a precision better than
1 mrad. for entire running period, by adjusting
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Figure 2. The time difference between the beam
extraction time and the observed time in Super-
Kamiokande. The time of flight between Tsukuba
and Kamioka is already subtracted. In the upper
figure, dark hatched histogram is for FC events
for ± 500 µsec is shown. The lower figure is for
± 5 µsec. One background event is observed in
the ±500µ second interval. This one event is con-
sistent with an atmospheric neutrino event. The
width of the time distribution is consistent with
the accelerator spill duration of 1.2 µsec.

center of the high energy muon profile. The width
of the neutrino beam profile is well reproduced by
the Monte-Carlo calculation.

Also spectrum and angular distribution of
muons produced by neutrino interactions in near
detectors show no change during entire running
period of K2K-1 and K2K-2, indicating the sta-
bility of neutrino beam.

K2K has also shown that the neutrino events
associated with accelerator beam can be identi-
fied by GPS timing with negligible background in
SK, once events are selected by requiring no enter-
ing particle from out-side (fully contained events,
called FC events) and about 30MeV electron-
equivalent energy deposit in the inner part of SK
as shown in Figure 2. The flux at SK is estimated
from the measured one at ND by multiplying the
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Far/Near (F/N) ratio, the ratio of fluxes between
the far detector(SK) to that of the ND. The ra-
tio is estimated by the beam Monte Carlo (MC)
simulation which is confirmed by measurements
in-situ by gas Cherenkov detector. The error of
this measurements reflect into the error of F/N
ratio, which is one of the large source of system-
atic errors in predicting neutrino beam at SK

5. Physics results in K2K-1

5.1. νµ disappearance
We observed 56 FC events at SK in K2K-1.

The expected number of FC events at SK with-
out oscillation is estimated to be 80.1 +6.2

−5.4 by ex-
trapolating the observed number of events in the
one kilo-ton water Cherenkov detector (1KT) at
KEK. The correlations between energy bins from
the spectrum measurement at the near detector
and the F/N ratio are taken into account in esti-
mating the systematic errors. The major contri-
butions to the errors on the expected number of
events come from the uncertainties of the F/N ra-
tio (+4.9%

−4.0%) and the normalization (±5.0%). The
latter errors are mainly due to the vertex recon-
struction both in the 1KT and in SK.

The neutrino energy in SK is reconstructed us-
ing events which have only visible muon in the
final state (1Rµ events). Assuming quasi-elastic
(QE) interactions νµ + n → µ− + p, and neglect-
ing Fermi momentum, energy of the neutrino can
be calculated. Inelastic interactions with addi-
tional pion(s) associated (non-QE interaction) are
possible background for the energy reconstruc-
tion when the pions are not detected due to, eg.,
Cherenkov threshold. We observed 29 1Rµ events
in K2K-1. An oscillation scenario with νµ → ντ

is tested by the maximum-likelihood method as-
suming two flavor oscillation. In the analysis,
both the number of FC events and the energy
spectrum shape for 1Rµ events are used. Fig-
ure 3 shows a lego plot of ln-likelihood in ∆m2

and sin22θ parameter space. The observed Erec
ν

distribution of the 1Rµ sample is shown in Fig 4
together with the expected distributions for the
best fit oscillation parameters, and the expecta-
tion without oscillations. Fig. 5 is the log likeli-
hoods as a function of ∆m2 at maximum mixing
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Figure 3. A lego plot of ln-likelihood in the os-
cillation parameter space. Likelihood has a sharp
peak in ∆m2 and sin22θ.

sin22θ = 1 for normalization and shape terms
separately. Both the suppression of number of
events and the distortion of the spectrum indi-
cate the same ∆m2region.

Results can be summarized as follows.
(1)The no-oscillation probabilities are calcu-

lated to be 0.7% from the likelihood ratio between
the best fit point to no-oscillation case.

(2)The spetrum distortion is indicated at 84%
level in K2K-1.

(3)The best fit point in the physical region
of oscillation parameter space is found to be at
(sin2 2θ, ∆m2)=(1.0, 2.8×10−3 eV2). This is con-
sistent with atmospheric neutrino observation by
SK.

Figure 6 show the comparison of the allowed
parameter region with that obtained in SK results
on atmospheric neutrinos. For sin22θ = 1, ∆m2is
1.5 and 3.9 × 10−3 eV2 at 90% C.L..

5.2. νe appearance limit
In K2K-1 data, νµ → νe appearance was

searched. K2K-1 observed one electron candi-
date event in SK, which is consistent with the
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Figure 4. The reconstructed Eν distribution for
1Rµ sample. Points with error bars are data.
Box histogram is expected spectrum without os-
cillations. The solid line is the best fit spectrum.
These histograms are normalized by observed 29
events.. In addition, the dashed line shows the ex-
pectation with no oscillations normalized to the
expected 44 events.

expected background (mainly due to neutral cur-
rent π0 production) of 2.4 events in the case of
no oscillation. In the present analysis, we as-
sume θµµ = π

4 based on the nearly full mixing ob-
served by atmospheric neutrino experiments, and
∆m2

µµ = ∆m2
µe.

A probability density function (PDF) for Nexp

is constructed from the Poisson distribution con-
voluted with the systematic uncertainty. The
confidence interval is calculated using the method
suggested by Feldman and Cousin in 1998. In the
calculation, the best-fit parameters are searched
for in the 2-dimensional parameter space with
sin22θµe bounded in [0,1].

Figure 7 shows the limit on sin22θµe as a func-
tion of ∆m2

µe. Neutrino oscillations from νµ to νe

are excluded at 90% C.L. for sin22θµe > 0.15 at
∆m2

µe = 2.8 × 10−3eV 2.
Assuming 3-flavor neutrino oscillations and

CPT invariance, our appearance results can be
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Figure 5. Log likelihood functions as a function
of ∆m2 at sin22θ = 1. Solid, dashed and dotted
lines are − lnLtotal, − lnLshape and − lnLnorm,
respectively.

compared to CHOOZ reactor experiments, al-
though it is a disappearance experiment. The
CHOOZ limit on sin22θ13 is converted by assum-
ing sin22θµe = 1

2sin22θ13 (θ23 = π/4). The re-
sults corresponds to a limit of sin22θµe < 0.05 at
∆m2

µe ∼ 3 × 10−3eV2.

6. Summary and prospects

E362 (K2K) has observed indications of neu-
trino oscillation. Indications consists of the re-
duction of neutrino rate and the distortion of the
energy spectrum at SK. Analysis of data which
was accumulated from year 1999 to 2001 observed
56 events in SK where 80.1+6.2

−5.4 events are ex-
pected. Out of 56 events, 29 single ring muon like
events are used to obtain the energy spectrum at
SK.

The probability of no neutrino oscillation is less
than 1% and the reconstructed neutrino energy
distribution matches with the one with oscilla-
tion.

For the first time, electron appearance by νµ →
νe oscillation with ∆m2 ∼ 3×10−3eV 2 region was
searched. The result is consistent with negative
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Figure 6. The allowed regions of oscillation pa-
rameters obtained in this experiment are com-
pared with atmospheric neutrino results. Three
lines corresponds 99%, 90%, and 68% C.L.

results from reactor disappearance search.
After long shutdown, K2K restarted in Decem-

ber 2002 and has accumulated similar statistics as
K2K-1. New detector is installed in near site to
improve the sensitivity of the experiment and to
perform detailed studies of neutrino interaction
at about 1 GeV.

New results with all the data which accumu-
lated will be reported in summer 2004.
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Figure 7. The confidence interval for νµ → νe

oscillations as a function of the effective ∆m2
µe

at 90% C.L. (solid line) and 99 % C.L. (dashed
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cluded. Dotted line shows the limit at 90% C.L.
by CHOOZ assuming sin22θµe = 1
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K Decay Experiments

E246/E470
Search for T violation in the K+ → π0µ+ν decay / Measurement of direct photon
emission in K+ → π+π0γ

E391a

Measurement of the KL → !0ν
_

ν Decay





E246  “Search for T violation in the K+ ➛π0µ+ν decay”
E470  “Measurement of direct photon emission in K+ ➛π+π0γ”

 Experiment E246 has searched for a T-violating transverse muon polarization in the K+

➛π0µ+ν decay. This was one of the PS experiments which ran for a long time over many
years.  It was approved in 1991 and the detector [1] was constructed and tested
between 1992 and 1995.  After the beam tuning of the K5 channel and the magnet field
mapping of the superconducting toroidal spectrometer in 1995, data acquisition was
performed from 1996 to 2000 using 650 shifts of PS beam time; 200 shifts of which
were extended shifts in 1999 and 2000. Although the intensity of the slow extracted
proton beam was limited by the bad extraction efficiency and very bad spill structure at
EP1 which was never been improved until the last few shifts of data taking, we could
accumulate Kµ3 good events as was initially expected reaching the design sensitivity.
The data analysis was carefully continued after the run, and the final result has recently
been obtained.
  We employed a two-analysis method, namely two completely independent analyses
were performed at KEK and INR in Russia. This method provided the means to do a
cross-checking of results. Furthermore we combined two results by sorting all good
events into three categories:-- 1) common events, 2) KEK-uncommon events and 3)
INR-uncommon events. The null asymmetry A0, the sensitivity AN and other
systematics such as the decay plane angular distribution of each data set were carefully
checked and confirmed that all the data were of high quality. For the polarimeter
analysis we employed the “integral method” for the analysis of 1996-1997 using 1/4 of
data [2]. However, because this method was found to be easily affected by potential
systematics, we changed to the “differential method” after spending considerable time
for the analysis formulation. All data sets were then subjected to this differential
analysis in order to obtain the final result. In this analysis, PT is extracted differentially
along the polarimeter axis y as shown in Fig.1 using a y-dependent analyzing power
function α(y) ~ AN(y) which is the asymmetry associated with the normal in-plane
polarization. The integration of PT(y) gives the result of
      PT  = -0.0017 ± 0.0023 (stat) ± 0.0011 (syst)  [3],
corresponding to
      Imξ = -0.0053 ± 0.0071 (stat) ±0.0036 (syst)  [3]
which shows no evidence for T violation within the experimental accuracy. This result
improved the previous limit from BNL-AGS by a factor 3 as is shown in Fig.2, and can
constrain model parameters of several non-standard CP violation models.  In the actual
analysis all the data were divided into three different periods of the experiment, each
having similar experimental conditions and data size. The distribution of Imξ was
plotted as an ideogram to show the good stability of the results.  (Since π0 in K+

➛π0µ+ν was detected not only as two γ but also as one γ with high energy, data were
separately accumulated for 2γ and 1γ events.)



   In E246 several byproducts could be analyzed using special-trigger runs for
calibration and background studies. The transverse muon polarization in K+➛µ+νγ was
analyzed and the world’s first data was published [4] . Further accumulation of statistics
gives PT(Kµνγ) = -0.0067 ±0.0143 (stat) ± 0.00014 (syst) [5]. The following results
have also been published:
1) Ke3: “Test of exotic tensor and scalar couplings in K+➛ π0e+ν decay”  [6],
2) Ke3/Kµ3: “Measurement of Γ(Kµ3)/Γ(Ke3) ratio using stopped positive kaons” [7], and
3) Kπ3: “Kinematically complete measurement of K+➛π+π0π0” [8].

  Experiment E470 was performed in 2001 using the same setup as E246 with a slight
modification of the detector and trigger mode, subsequent to the E246 data taking. This
experiment aimed at the determination of the branching ratio for the direct photon
emission (DE) in K+➛ π+π0γ (Kπ2γ) in the dominant bremsstrahlung (IB). This process is
a chiral-anomalous magnetic transition and its branching ratio is one of the important
data for testing chiral perturbation theory (ChPT). We successfully lowered the Eγ
threshold to enhance the sensitivity to DE. Using 120 shifts of PS beam we observed a
total of 4400 good Kπ2γ events and could extract from the spectral analysis the DE
branching ratio of
      BR(DE) = [ 6.1 ± 2.5 (stat) ± 1.3 (syst) ] x 10-6   [9]
for the whole energy region. This results is less than all the previous in-flight decay
results and supports the one other stopped K+ result from BNL-AGS [10].
  Also in E470 some other physics results could be obtained:
1) Ke4 : “ Measurement of K+➛π0π0e+ν (Ke400) decay using stopped positive kaons” [11]
2) Ke3γ: “ Search for T violation”.

Now we are designing a next generation T-violation experiment at J-PARC aiming
for the sensitivity of PT~10-4 range. A letter of intent was submitted last year and a full
proposal will be worked out soon. It will explore PT in both Kµ3 and Kµνγ as its merit
was discussed in [12].  
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Fig. 1 PT distribution as a function of          Fig. 2 History of PT and our E246 result.
     the polarimeter axis y. (• are 2γ and                           
     o are 1γ events.)

Fig. 3   Ideogram of Imξ  for the 18 data sets.
          (• are data sets from 1996~ 1997,
          o are from 1998, and stars are from
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Status of E391a
KL→π

0ννdecay is one of the best processes to check critically the Standard Model (SM) and to look
for Beyond-Standard-Model (BSM) effects. Through the measurement of this decay rate a fundamental

parameter of the flavor physics can be obtained with an ideally small theoretical ambiguity.  Once an

experiment finds a deviation from the SM prediction, it clearly indicates a discovery of a BSM effect.

 Nevertheless, no dedicated experiment has been performed.  This is because KL→π
0νν decay is

highly suppressed as a small branching ratio (O(-11)), and moreover, because measurement has been thought

to be difficult due to few kinematical constraints in the KL→π
0νν decay.  

E391a is the first experiment dedicated to the decay KL→π
0νν.  It was planned as a pilot

experiment for a future experiment using a high intensity beam at JPARC.  In addition to that, it will uncover

a new region of the branching ratio with an improved sensitivity by three orders of magnitude from the current

experimental limit. In that region several theories predict an appearance of the decay based on new physics of

BSM.   

E391a was approved in 2001. The collaboration has been gradually expanded and now 60 people are

working from ten institutes of five countries.  Among collaborators there are several people who define

E391a as a pilot experiment for KOPIO at BNL and KLOD at IHEP.

Characteristic features of the E391a detection system are a well-collimated pencil beam and hermetic

calorimeters covering the fiducial decay region, which are operated in vacuum.   

A new beam line K0 was constructed in Fy-2000 and its performance had been examined through three

runs of beam surveys for two years.  A very sharp collimation with a reduction of halo by more than

four orders of magnitude was proved. The yields and spectra of neutrons and gammas were well

reproduced by a GEANT simulation within a factor of two.

Fig. 1

E391a Apparatus

Fig.1 shows an experimental setup. The 575 CsI calorimeters, which were installed in the

downstream end cap and measure the two gammas from a KL→π
0νν decay, are recycles of the



previous E162 experiment and rentals from the KTeV group.  The voltage dividers for their readout PMTs

were revised to give low power consumption in order to fit an operation in vacuum.  For the

sampling calorimeters surrounding the CsI crystals we developed an extruded MS-resin plastic

scintillator, several techniques for fabrication and a new type of PMT having high quantum efficiency.

All signals are processed by amp-discriminator (AD) circuits of 16-channel inputs near the detectors.

Three outputs are extracted from the AD circuit, through-signal for individual ADC, discriminator

signal for individual TDC and summed signal of eight inputs. The ADC is sensitive as 50 fC / ch. All

signals were adjusted as 10 ADC-channel / MeV-deposit and the discriminator threshold can be

lowered to 0.5 mV, which enabled to get both values of ADC and TDC even for very low energy

deposit of 1 MeV. 　The summed signal is used for trigger.

 The vacuum vessel was designed as it can be separated into three sections.  The

downstream section was fabricated in Fy-2001 and an engineering run was performed in 2002 after

installing detectors.  All CsI crystals and other detectors in the downstream were calibrated by using

cosmic ray μ, punch-through μ, single π0 produced off a thin aluminum target placed on the

beam axis and 3π0 from KL→π
0π0π0 decay. The upstream and middle sections, in which two large

sampling calorimeters made of lead-scintillator sandwich, front and main barrels, were installed,

were constructed in Fy-2002 and Fy-2003, respectively.  The fabrication, assembling and

installation of the calorimeters are one of highlights of detector construction in Fy-2003. After

connecting the three section we started evacuation from 1st February 2004.

On 17 February 2004 we started a running for data taking on schedule.  The vacuum level at

the end of April reaches less that 1×10-1 Pa in the detector region and less than 2×10-5 Pa around

the beam region. During the data taking we monitored the line shape peaks of KL→π
0π0 and KL→

π0π0π0 decays as shown in Fig 2. Now, we have almost spent half of the allocated beam-time of

300 shifts. Judging from the yields of these peaks we will reach the sensitivity of O(-10) for the KL→

π0νν decay.   

   Mass of π0π0π0 (GeV)                             Mass of π0π0 (GeV)

Fig. 2  Effective mass distributions ofπ0π0π0 and π0π0 samples.





Hadron Physics and Neutron Physics

(Except Hypernuclear Physics)

E325
Study of Chial Property of Dense Nuclear Matter through Measurement
of Meson Mass Modification in Medium

E443
Neutron-Production Differential Cross Sections in the (p,nx) Reaction at Forward

Angle







Experiment E325 at KEK 12-GeV PS
Study of Chiral Property of Dense Nuclear Matter through

Measurements of Meson Mass Modification in Medium.

In the North Hall of KEK 12 GeV-PS, there is a primary beam line called EP1B. Experiment E325 has

been running there from1996 to 2002, spending about 3200 hours of beam time. This manuscript briefly

describes the physics of the experiment and the status of the analysis.

We know that 99% of hadron mass is originated from the spontaneous breaking of the chiral symmetry.

Such effective mass of hadron is determined in vacuum, and it is quite natural to expect that those masses

will be modified when their circumstance is changed. The major scientific interest of E325 is to investigate the

property of hadron (and then of quark) in a dense matter, naturally existing as nucleus.  The basic

experimental concept is to measure vector mesons, which are

produced and decay in a nucleus, through the invariant mass

spectroscopy in the electron- positron pair channel.

Experimentally, to measure electrons, targets cannot be thick,

but the branching ratios to the electron pair are as small as

1/1000. Consequently the experiment requires 109 proton/sec,

bombarding the target as thin as 0.1% interaction length. The

spectrometer, having a large acceptance as can be seen in

the photo (Fig.1), was newly built at EP1B.

Fig.2: Theoretical prediction of mass modification of vector
mesons by Hatsuda et al. (left). Expected mass spectra of ρ and
ω mesons, for a proton target (above left) and a copper target
(above right).

A theoretical guideline given by the QCD sum rule [1] is shown

in Fig.2. Linear decrease of the meson masses as functions of density are predicted as a consequence of

partial restoration of the chiral symmetry. Experimentally, those mesons are produced in a nucleus, and some

fraction of them decay eventually in a nucleus and should show the in-medium property of the mesons as

shown as the mass spectra in Fig.2.
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  From the earlier data we have reported the signature of in-medium modification of ρ and ω mesons [2]. This

was the first observation in the leptonic in-medium decay of vector meson at a normal nuclear matter density.

Here, we describe our preliminary results from the data taken in 2002. Figure 3 shows the electron pair

spectrum for carbon (left) and copper (right) targets. Free decay peaks of ω and φ are clearly observed. We

have reproduced the mass shape with combinatorial background and the known hadronic sources as shown

in the figure. The combinatorial back-

ground was evaluated by the event-

mixing method. In the lower panels of

Fig.3, we show the spectra after

subtracting the combinatorial back-

ground. Significant excess can be

seen on the low mass side of the ω

peak, as consistent to our previous

publication [2].

Fig.3: Observed invariant mass
spectra of 2002 e+e- data. The left
panels are for the carbon and the
right panels are for the copper target.
The upper and lower panels are
before and after the combinatorial
background subtraction, respectively.
Note that these tails are far beyond
the typical background like a radiative
tail.

  With these improved statistics, we

are able to determine the free decay ρ/ω ratio from the high mass tails of the spectra, as well as the

excess/ω ratio from the lower mass tails. Surprisingly, the free decay ρ/ω ratios are statistically consistent with

zero for the both targets. Because most of ρ will be decaying inside a nucleus due to their short lifetime, it is

natural to consider the excess is mainly dominated by the ρ meson modification. Figure 4 shows the

excess/ω ratio as functions of βγ  of the parents. It can be seen that the excess/ω ratio is smaller for the

carbon target, and the ratio decrease as βγ  increase.

The analysis is still in progress to provide the momentum dependence of the excess, i.e., a dispersion

relation of the meson mass, and also on another key measurement, the spectral-shape modification for φ

meson. The physics behind those phenomena will be obtained when we finalize the analysis of all the data

we have.

Fig.4 (Right): Excess/ω ratio as functions of βγ of the parents. Note
that the observed ratio for the copper target at the lower βγ is
almost one, which is close to the known ρ/ω ratio, unity, at this
energy region in p+p interactions.
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Experiment 443
Neutron-Production Differential Cross Sections in the (p, xn) Reaction at
Forward Angle
(Kyushu-JAERI-KEK)

In recent years, studies on spallation reaction have been made for various applications,
such as spallation neutron sources and accelerator-driven subcritical reactors for nuclear waste
transmutation and energy production. For the lack of experimental data, Calculation codes
based on the intranuclear-cascade-evaporation model such as NMTC and HETC are often
used in the design of facilities. However, calculation codes are not capable of describing the
particle production in the most-forward directions satisfactorily. Then it is important to
measure the cross section and obtain information for improvement of calculation codes.

The neutron-production differential cross sections at forward angle were measured for a
spallation reaction induced by 0.8 and 1.5 GeV protons on Fe and Pb targets in E443
experiment. The experiment was carried out at the π2 beam line of the KEK-PS. The
experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. Time-of-flight method was adopted because it
has the higher detection efficiency and simpler data analysis than the recoil proton method.
Neutrons were measured by time-of-flight technique with two different flight path lengths, i.e.
3.5 and 5.0 m at 0.8 and 1.5 GeV, respectively. NE213 liquid organic scintillators 12.7 cm in
diameter and 12.7 cm in thick were set at 0˚ as an neutron detector. It is important to improve
the energy resolution because of shorter flight path. For the improvement, the scintillator at 0˚
was connected with three Hamamatsu H2431 photomultipliers 5.1 cm in diameter. The
photomultiplier has a faster rise time. The incident beam was bent at the downstream of the
target by an electric magnet in order to prevent irradiation of the 0˚ detector.

In order to obtain the detection efficiency for high energy neutron, the SCINFUL code
were modified, because the upper limit of application of the SCINFUL is 80 MeV. The QMD
calculation was adopted to obtain the reaction cross sections above 150 MeV. The modified
SCINFUL was called SCINFUL-QMD code. The detection efficiency of NE213 was obtained
by the code. Figures 2 and 3 show neutron production doble-differential cross sections of an
iron and a lead targets. Experimental data were compared with calcluation results by the
QMD and the NMTC/JAM codes in these figures.



Fig. 1 Experimental setup

Fig. 2 Neutron-production double-differential cross
sections of iron for 0.8 GeV protons Figure (a) shows
original values (solid lines) and broadened re-sults
(dashed lines) adjusted to fit the present experimental
energyresolution. Comparison between our
experimental data and the broadened results is shown in
(b). Open circles indicate the possibility of the
containing effect of scattering at bending magnet
polepieces.

Fig. 3 Same as for Fig. 2, except for use of a lead target





Hypernuclear Physics

E373
Study of Double Strange Nuclei by Emulsion-Scintllating fiber Hybrid Methods

E419
Measurement of B(E2) Transition Rate in 7ΛLi Hypernucleus

E438
Study of Σ-Nucleus Potential by the (π-, K+) Reaction on Heavy Nuclei

E452
Spin-dependent Interactions in Σ+-p Scattering

E462/E508
Exclusive Measurement of the Non-Mesonic Weak Decay of 5

ΛHe / Coincidence
Measurement of the Weak Decay of 12

ΛC

E471
Search for Strongly Bound Kaonic Nuclear State

E509
γ-ray Spectroscopy of Hyperfragmentas using stopped K- method

E518
High-Precision γ Spectroscopy of 11

ΛB

E521
Production of Neutron-rich Λ Hypernuclei by the the (π-, K+) Double-charge
Exchange Reaction

E522
Search for H-dibaryon Resonance via 12C(K-, K+Λ Λ) and Study of Ξ-N Interactions





Study of Doubly Strange Nuclei by Emulsion-Scintillating fiber

Hybrid method (E373)

Aichi, BNL, Chonnam, CMU, Gifu, Gyeongsang, Higashi-Nippon, KEK, Kobe, Konkuk,
Korea, Kyoto, Kyoto-Sangyo, Nagoya, New Mexico, NIRS, Osaka-City.U, Osaka-EC,

Osaka-Pref., Toho, Tokyo, Tsuru, UCL, Wonkwang.

The study of hyperon-hyperon interaction will provide us of an opportunity to verify var-
ious ideas on baryon-baryon interaction such as the SU(3)flavor symmetry. The information
about Λ-Λ force is also useful to investigate multi-strangeness system such as ”strange mat-
ter”. Experimentally, the interaction energies, ∆BΛΛ, between two Λ hyperons are obtained
by the mass measurement of double-Λ hypernuclei. The double-Λ hypernucleus is strongly
related to the existence of the H-dibaryon predicted by R.L.Jaffe [1]. The study of hyperon-
hyperon interaction will also provide us the solution for the problem of non-existence of the
H particle [2]. However, the experimental information has been quite limited.

Therefore, we have carried out the E373 experiment, where we would expect ten times
higher statistics of Ξ− hyperon capture at rest in nuclear emulsion than that of the past
experiments. The K− beam with the momentum of 1.66 GeV/c was exposed to the target
diamond in the size of 2×2×3(beam direction) cm3. Total number of exposed K− mesons
was 1×1010 with the K−/beam ratio ∼ 1/4, typically, at K2 beam line. To tag the quasi-free
(K−, K+) reaction, the KURAMA spectrometer system was used for the detection of the high
momentum K+ mesons. We set the Scintillating-fiber bundle tracker [3, 4] to reconstruct
the tracks of Ξ− hyperons. Some of Ξ− hyperons were injected into nuclear emulsion and
captured at rest by emulsion nucleus. We have followed Ξ− hyperon candidate tracks in 90%
of all ones and succeeded to locate ∼103 Ξ− stopping events, so far.

Among them, three events of the sequential weak decay of double-Λ hypernucleus and
two events of twin single-Λ hypernuclei [5] have been detected.

The first event of the double-Λ hypernucleus by E373 is so-called ”Demachi-Yanagi”
event [6], where the photograph and schematic drawing are shown in Fig.1. At point A,
a Ξ− hyperon was captured by a light emulsion nucleus and a double-Λ hypernucleus was
produced. Its double-Λ hypernucleus decayed to a single-Λ hypernucleus with some neutral
particle(s) at point B, and the single-Λ decayed to three charged particles at point C. By the
kinematical fitting, there remained two possibilities such as Ξ− + 12C → 10

ΛΛBe + t, or 10
ΛΛBe∗

+ t, in the case of the emission of two charged particles at point A. For the ground state case,
∆BΛΛ and BΛΛ (binding energy of two Λ hyperoms) were obtained as -1.14±0.19 MeV and
15.29±0.17 MeV, respectively. In the second interpretation with the excited state, the values
were +1.86±0.19 MeV and 12.29±0.17 MeV for the ∆BΛΛ and the BΛΛ, respectively. For
the case of three body fragmentation, such as the association with another neutral particle,
so many possibilities could not be excluded. If we would take into account the lowest ∆BΛΛ

of +1.47+2.4
−0.7 MeV, the interpretation was Ξ− + 14N → 13

ΛΛB + p + n.
The photograph of the second event of NAGARA [7] is shown in Fig.2 with a schematic

drawing. A Ξ− hyperon was captured at point A and three charged particles were emitted.
Among them, the track #1 decayed at point B and its daughter (#2) also decayed at point
B. Since each three charged tracks at point A and B were coplanar within angle errors, it
was natural that no neutral particles were emitted from point A and B. The energies for
charged particles, except for pions, were calculated by SRIM2000 [8] after the energy-range
calibration with use of ranges of α particles from the decay of 222Po and 228Th. For pions,
its energy was calibrated by the range of µ+ mesons originated by the decay at rest of π+

mesons.



By the kinematical analysis, only the mode of; Ξ− + 12C → 6
ΛΛHe + 4He + t, and 6

ΛΛHe →
5
ΛHe + p + π−, satisfies the condition of the production and decay of a double-Λ hypernucleus
without any ambiguities by the excited state for double and single-Λ hypernucleus.

The absorption of Ξ− hyperons would likely be occurred in atomic 3D state by a theoret-
ical calculation [9]. Its BΞ− is determined almost by the Coulomb interaction. We estimated
the value of 0.13+0.21

−0.13 MeV as the most probable energy corresponding to the experimental
result of BΞ− hyperon. The BΛΛ and the ∆BΛΛ for 6

ΛΛHe nucleus were obtained by the
kinematical fitting, as follows;

BΛΛ= 7.25 ± 0.19 +0.18
−0.11 MeV, and ∆BΛΛ= 1.01 ± 0.19 +0.18

−0.11 MeV.
It will be very interesting to compare all of the past data to the ΛΛ interaction energy

given by NAGARA event. In Fig.3, the values of the ∆BΛΛ are plotted. If the excited
states are possible for the interpretation, such cases are also plotted. The most probable
∆BΛΛ will be easily understood to be 0 ∼ 2 MeV. This means that the ΛΛ interaction is
weakly attractive. The result of the NAGARA event has given great impact to theoretical
calculations [10, 11]. Taking into account the result by NAGARA event, the lower limit of
the mass of the H-dibaryon was obtained 2223.7 MeV/c2 at the 90% confidence level.

Figure 1: Photograph and schematic drawing of a
double-Λ hypernucleus; ”Demachi-Yanagi” event.
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Figure 2: Photograph and schematic
drawing of NAGARA event. See text
for detail explanation.

Figure 3: Comparison with the past results of the ∆BΛΛ measurement.
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E419: High-Precision γ Spectroscopy of 7ΛLi

D. Abe, K. Araki, T. Endo, Y. Fujii, O. Hashimoto, T. Miyoshi, J. Sasao, K. Ozawa,
T. Saito, Y. Sato, S. Satoh, T. Takahashi, H. Tamura (Tohoku Univ.);

T. Fukuda, Y. Kakiguchi, T. Nagae, H. Noumi, H. Outa, M. Sekimoto (KEK);
H. Akikawa, K. Imai, T. Murakami (Kyoto Univ.);

H.H. Xia, S.H. Zhou, L.H. Zhu (China Inst. Atomic Energy);
H. Bhang, J.H. Kim, Y.D. Kim (Seoul National Univ.);  H. Hotchi, K. Tanida (Univ. Tokyo);
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High-precision γ spectroscopy with germanium

detectors is one of the most powerful methods to

study nuclear structure, but it was not able to be

applied to hypernuclei because of sever background

of high-energy particles from scattered beam and

beam halo. In 1998, we solved this problem and

constructed Hyperball (Fig. 1), a large-acceptance

germanium (Ge) detector array dedicated to hyper-

nuclear γ spectroscopy. It consists of 14 sets of Ge

detectors for γ ray detection and BGO counters for

background suppression. Each Ge detector is

equipped with special readout electronics, which

allows γ ray detection under extremely high counting

rate and energy-deposit rate conditions.

E419 is the first experiment with Hyperball. In the

setup shown in Fig. 2, we produced 7
ΛLi hypernuclei

in the 7Li (π+,K+) reaction employ-

ing the K6 beam line and the SKS

spectrometer, and detected γ rays

with Hyperball. As shown in Fig. 3

(bottom), we observed four γ

transitions in 7
ΛLi and determined its

level scheme and energies as shown

in Fig. 4 [1]. Compared with Fig. 3

(top) showing the 7
ΛLi energy

spectrum measured by the conven-

tional method of 7Li (π+,K+) 7
ΛLi

reaction with SKS only (E336),

the Hyperball spectrum (bottom)

demonstrates drastic improvement

of the energy resolution; the

resolution has been improved by three orders of magnitude, from 1.5-2 MeV (FWHM) with magnetic

spectrometers only into a few keV (FWHM) with Hyperball.

Figure 4 illustrates physics output from E419. From the energy spacing of the ground-state doublet

(3/2+,1/2+) of 7
ΛLi, we extracted the strength of the spin-spin interaction between a Λ and a nucleon (Δ  = 0.5

MeV in the Millener’s parameterization)[1]. From the partly-Doppler-broadened peak shape of the E2 (5/2+

Fig.1. Hyperball installed at KEK-PS K6 beam line.

Fig.2. Experimental setup of E419.



→1/2+) transition (b in Fig. 3, see the inset),

we obtained a lifetime of the 5/2+ state using

the Doppler shift attenuation method and

then extracted the transition probability of

B(E2)= 3.6± 0.5+0.5
-0.4 e2fm4. This B(E2)

value is only 1/3 of the B(E2) value for the

corresponding transition of the core nucleus
6Li(3+→1+). It indicates that a Λ particle

makes a 6Li nucleus shrunk by 19±4% [3].

This shrinking effect occurs because a Λ is

free from Pauli effect and occupies the 0s

orbit to attract surrounding nucleons. This

phenomenon, which was predicted in 1983

by Motoba et al.[4], has been experimentally

confirmed for the first time in this

experiment.

In addition, we observed a 429 keV γ line

from 7Be produced by the weak decay of
7
ΛLi, 7

ΛLi→7Be (1/2-, 429 keV) + π-. From

the yield of this γ ray, we derived the

branching ratio of this decay to be 6.0+1.3
-1.6

×10-2. Because of the dominant spin- non-

flip amplitude in the mesonic decay of

Λ, this large branching ratio indicates the
7
ΛLi ground-state spin to be 1/2 [5].

After E419, we moved Hyperball to BNL

and investigated precise structure of several

hypernuclei with intense K- beam available

at AGS. This experiment (E930) enabled us

to experimentally determine the strengths of

the ΛN spin-orbit and tensor interactions [6].

Then, Hyperball was used again at KEK in

2002 (see the E509 and E518 sections).
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Fig.4. Level scheme and energies of 7

ΛLi and physics output
obtained in E419.

Fig.3. Top: energy spectrum of 7
ΛLi measured in E336 with

the 7Li(π+,K+) reaction employing SKS with 2 MeV
(FWHM) resolution. 7

ΛLi bound states are not resolved.
Bottom: γ -ray spectra of 7

ΛLi measured with Hyperball in
E419 (without and with Doppler-shift correction). Four γ -
transitions of 7

ΛLi (a, b, c, d) are observed. They are
assigned as shown in the middle.
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Experiment 438
Study of Σ-Nucleus Potential by the (π-, K+) Reaction on
Heavy Nuclei
(KEK, Tohoku, Osaka, SNU, CIAE, Tokyo, Kyoto, ITEP,
NCA&T, Hampton)

E438 aims at investigating Σ-nucleus potential through analysis of the inclusive
(π-, K+) spectra on Si, Ni, In, and Bi. The experiment was carried out at K6. Separated π-

beam of 1.2 GeV/c was used and scattered kaons were analyzed with SKS. The energy
scale and resolution of the reconstructed inclusive spectra were carefully calibrated and
monitored by the missing mass peak in the (π-, K+) reaction on H of the CH2 target
placed about 250 mm upstream of the experimental target. The resolution is important
to maintain the sensitivity to the size of imaginary potential. The peak widths obtained
for Si, Ni, In, and Bi were 3.3±0.3, 4.4±0.4, 4.8±0.5, and 5.2±0.5 MeV, respectively.
The SKS acceptance was carefully corrected since it affects the spectral shape.
Measured angular distribution of the elementary (π-, K+) reaction agreed well with the
previous measurement at the incident momentum of 1.225 GeV/c.

Measured inclusive spectra were shown as a function of –BΣ- (Σ- binding
energy) in Fig. 1. We found that (1) the spectra show a similar shape although the
magnitude of the spectrum increases with an increase of the mass number, (2) the cross
section gradually increase with an increase of –BΣ- having the maximum at –BΣ->120
MeV, and (3) significant yields exist below –BΣ-=0 MeV. In order to extract further
information on the Σ-nucleus potential, we calculated the inclusive spectra based on the
DWIA framework. We demonstrated that a strongly repulsive potential with a non-zero
size of the imaginary part reproduces the spectral shape but an attractive potential does
not reproduce, as shown in Fig. 2. The repulsive potential reduces the cross section at
around –BΣ-=0 MeV and shifts the yield to higher –BΣ- region.

Various hyperon-nucleon potential parameters based on one-boson-exchange
model or quark one are proposed. The present result would give a constraint on
selecting these potentials.  Strangeness constituents (hyperons and/or K-) in a neutron
star are being discussed. Particularly, Σ- is a hyperon expected to appear first in dense
neutron matter due to its negative charge. The present result would affect the discussion.
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Fig. 1: Measured inclusive (π-, K+) spectra as a function of –BΣ-. The spectrum on
C is extracted from the CH2 data. These spectra are measured at the SKS current of
272A (2.2 T).

Fig. 2: Calculated spectra (curves) with various sizes of the Σ-nucleus potential
were fitted to the observed spectrum (closed circles) for Si. (Only for Si, the
spectra are measured at three SKS current setting of 210, 272, and 320 A to cover a
wider kaon momentum range. The plotted data are combined for all the settings.)



　E452: Study of the spin-dependent interaction in Σ + P scattering

The hyperon-scattering experiment E452 aimed at determination of the LS interaction between
Σ++-hyperon and proton to compare with the ΛN case where the LS interaction had been shown to be
very weak[1].  The experiment was successful to show that the LS interaction was strong in the case

  of Σ+P in contrast to the ΛN case[2].
The experiment consisted of two elements; (1) the development of a new tracking detector,

SCITIC (SCIntillation Track Image Camera)[3], and (2) the asymmetry measurements of the
scattering of hyperons produced in the SCITIC[2].
Development of SCITIC
  Originally, the experiment was proposed to measure the asymmetries with the SCIFI detector and
/or with the SCITIC.  Since the experiment was approved by the PS-PAC with a recommendation
to use the SCITIC, all measurements were carried out with the SCITIC.  The performance of the
SCITIC has been tested in detail through a number of test experiments. and the newly developed
track detector was used for the first time in the major physics experiment.

The composition of SCITIC is shown in Fig.1(a).   Scintillating tracks in a scintillator are
focused with an optical lens system on a photocathode of the image intensifier (IIT), amplified
through a cascade of 3 or 4 IITs, and recorded as a digital data by a CCD Camera.  Event selections
were made by gating one of the IITs with trigger signals from outside logic electronics.  Typical
pictures taken by the SCITIC are shown in Fig.1(b).

        Fig.1  (a) Composition of the SCITIC, and (b) typical pictures of hyperon events.

Hyperon-scattering experiments
The Σ+P hyperon scattering experiment was motivated by the old Λ-hypernuclear experiment at

CERN[1] which indicated the very small LS effect in the ΛN interaction.  This result was confirmed
later by KEK and BNL experiments.  On the other hand, theoretical interpretations based on quark
models indicated that a large LS effect must be seen in the case of Σ+P interaction[4].  The
experiment E452 was proposed to measure the left/right asymmetries in the scattering of a polarized
Σ+ on a proton.

(a)

(b)



 The SCITIC was used as an active target to produce hyperons through p(π+, K+) Σ+ reactions in a
liquid scintillator and to observe their scattering with protons.  The 1.6-MeV pion beam from the K2
beam line was used, and the secondary particles were analyzed with a spectrometer to select the event
associated with kaon emission.  The experimental setup was essentially same as that for E289
except for the use of SCITIC, and the change of angular coverage of the kaon spectrometer to a range
where the large polarization of Σ+-hyperon was expected from previous reports [5].                     

The experiments were carried out in three stages, E452A, B and C with different setups.  
The first stage, E452A was a preliminary trial experiment testing the system from data taking to

data analyses.  The SCITIC system with a pair of IIT-CCD cascades were used at this stage[2].
The optical system composed of a commercially available camera lens.  Results of analyses (Fig. 2)
have already indicated significantly large left-right asymmetry of the polarized Σ+P scattering
suggesting a large LS effect in contrast to the ΛP case.

Spending about a year after E452A, the experimental setup and data taking system were modified
for E452B & C.  Three sets of large aperture lenses were fabricated to expand the viewing field,
and the SCITIC configuration was changed drastically using three sets of IIT-CCD cascades.  A
new trigger scheme was installed to improve the quality of event trigger.  The qualities of the
SCITIC pictorial data and the data-taking speed were greatly improved .

The analysis of the pictorial data is under way.  The selection of hyperon events on free protons
was made through various kinematical cuts. Since data from E452B & C with three pictures had
redundancy for the 3D-reconstruction of track patterns, a preliminary analysis has been done with a
policy to use the redundancy for statistical checks to make the asymmetry data more reliable.
The Σ+P−asymmetry data from E452B & C are plotted in Fig. 3 with those from E452A and E289.
The large Σ+P−asymmetry has been confirmed through the analyses.    

　 Fig. 2  Results of the E452A experiment.      Fig. 3  Summary of the Σ+P−asymmetry data.
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Exclusive measurement of the Non-Mesonic Weak Decay of 5
ΛHe 

E462 collaboration 

Coincidence measurement of the Weak Decay of 12
ΛC 

   E508 collaboration 

 

  We are studying non-mesonic weak decay(NMWD) ofΛ hypernuclei(Λ+N → N+N).  This NMWD is the 

very unique strangeness-changing baryon-baryon weak interaction process, which can occur only 

in nuclei. Concerning the ratio of two possible NMWD modes, Γn/Γp ≡ Γ(Λ+n→n+n)/Γ(Λ+ｐ

→n+ｐ), theoretical calculation based on one-pion exchange model predicts Γn<<Γp, whereas 

recent experiments for A=5,12 suggests large ratios close to unity [1,2]. However these reported 

results have large errors of 30～100%. Up to now, most of the experiments concerning this ratio 

measured only protons from Λp → n p process and Γn was determined by the subtraction of all 

the other decay processes.  Thus the obtained results must be much affected by small changes of 

the assumptions on final state interaction(FSI) effect and by the possible existence of the 

two-nucleon induced NMWD process, ΛNN→NNN.  

In order to measure this ratio unambiguously, we choose light s-shell Λ hypernuclei, 5
ΛHe, 

so as to minimize the FSI effect in E462 experiment(2000-2001). In addition, we measured both 

of n+p- or n+n-pairs emitted from Λ+p→n+p or Λ+n→n+n  NMWD process.  When we select 

two-nucleon pairs which has back-to-back angular correlation and applied energy cut (Q-value for 

NMWD for 5ΛHe is 153MeV) for them, we can measure Γn/Γp ratio directly only from the ratio of 

n+p- to n+n-double coincidence pair numbers.  The result of this measurement is free from the 

strength of FSI effect and also from the possible ΛNN→NNN contribution.  We took 6Li(π+,K+) 

data during year 2000-2001 with SKS.  

The experiment was extended to the heavier p-shell nuclear target, 12C, to study the mass-number 

dependence in E508 experiment in 2002. 

 

Fig. 1 shows the setup of the decay coincidence system in E462/E508. Charged particles are 

identified by the Time-Of-Flight(TOF) of T2-T3 and neutral particles are identified by the 

T1-T4 TOF, corrected for the flight time of T1-target.  The top and bottom coincidence arms are 

placed to maximize the acceptance for the back-to-back n+n and n+p pairs.  In order to accumulate 

sufficient statistics for the difficult n+n-coincidence, we identified 5× 104 and 7× 104 

hypernuclear production with SKS for 5
ΛHe and 

12
ΛC, respectively.  

Fig. 2 shows the neutron and proton spectra from the NMWD of 5ΛHe and 
12

ΛC.  From the π-mesonic 

branching ratio measurement of E462/E508, the yield is normalized by NMWD. Energy loss of proton 

inside the target is corrected.  Whereas the theoretical calculation predicts the observation 

of the broad peak at Q-value/2 [3] especially in the neutron spectrum of 5ΛHe, the observed neutron 

spectrum shows no peaking even at A=5. This suggests large contribution ΛNN→NNN decay process. 

The number of neutron above 60MeV is about 2 times larger than that of proton for both of  
5
ΛHe and 

12
ΛC.  This ratio is significantly lower than the naïve expectation of Γn/Γp=1 (initial 

number ratio=3), indicating the dominance of Λ+ｐ→n+ｐ decay process. 

 



 

 

 
 

Fig.1  Experimental setup of E462/E508 

 

 
Fig. 2 Neutron and proton spectra from the NMWD of 5

ΛHe and 
12

ΛC. 

                   Yields of nucleons are normalized per NMWD. Energy loss of protons inside  

                   the target is corrected. 



 
 

 

We also established the way to identify back–to-back n+p- and n+n-pairs. Fig. 3 shows the 

angular correlation of the n+p- and n+n-pairs from the NMWD of 5ΛHe (double coincidence acceptance 

is corrected). In both of n+p/n+n, we observed clear back-to-back correlation. Also the sum energy 

distributions of two nucleons show peak at the Q-value of NMWD.  

From the back-to-back coincidence ratio, we obtained the ratio of two-nucleon coincidence, 

Nnn/Nnp as  

Nnn/Nnp = 0.45±0.11±0.04 (E462 for 5
ΛHe) 

with condition of cosθNN<-0.8 and TN>30 MeV.  One can consider that theΓn/Γp ratio is very close 

to this measured ratio. The same ratio was successfully measured also in E508 experiment. 

The preliminary number ratio is  
Nnn/Nnp = 0.40±0.09(statitical) (E508 for 5

ΛC), 

which is close to the result of E462. 

Recent theoretical calculation considering heavier meson predicts theΓn/Γp ratio close to 

this value[4].  Both of the dominance of Λ+ｐ→n+ｐ decay process and the significant 

contribution of Λ+n→n+n process are established for the first time. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3   Two-nucleon angular correlation(top) and energy sum(bottom) from the NWMD of 5
ΛHe 

for n+p(left) and n+n(right), showing the dominance of Λ+ｐ→n+ｐ process.  

(a)/(b): show the sum energy of n+p and n+n, respectively. 

(c)/(d): show the opening angle plots for n+p/n+n-pairs with TN>30MeV cuts. 

         (top)     bare number plot 

         (bottom)  acceptance and efficiency corrected, normalized by NMWD  

 



 

 

   As by-products of the experiments, we are also analyzing  

1) Asymmetry of proton emission from the NMWD of polarized hypernuclei, 
(proton decay asymmetry parameter, αNM )  

2) Lifetime of 5
ΛHe and 

12
ΛC and 

3) π- and π0 decay widths of  5
ΛHe and 

12
ΛC 

 Those results(most of them are still preliminary) are summarized in Table 1. All the results 
are 2-20 times more accurate over the values of previous reports. 

 

 

Width unit : ΓΛ 5
ΛHe  (E462) 12

ΛC(E508) 

   

Total Decay Widths 0.947±0.038 1.242±0.042 

Non-mesonic Decay Widths 0.395±0.016 0.953±0.032 

Nn/Np ratio (above 60MeV) 2.17±0.15±0.15 2.00±0.09±0.14 

Nnn/Nnp (back-to-back) 0.45±0.11±0.04 0.40±0.09 

αnm (asymmetry param,eter) 0.07±0.08 -0.24±0.26 

π-  Decay Width 0.351±0.017  

π0  Decay Width 0.201±0.011 0.165±0.008 

 

 Table 1:  Summary of E462/E508 results including by-products measurements. All the results are 

         2-20 times more accurate over the previous reports concerning the same quantities. 
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Fig.1. Expected low-lying level scheme of 11
ΛB. We observed

and identified the E2(1/2+→5/2+) transition. Level energies,
lifetimes, and transitions expected by Millener’s calculation
[7] are shown together.

E518: High-Precision γ Spectroscopy of 11
ΛB

Y. Fujii, M. Kameoka, O. Hashimoto, A. Matsumura, Y. Miura, K. Mizunuma, S.N. Nakamura,
H. Nomura, T. Takahashi, H. Tamura, M. Ukai, H. Yamauchi (Tohoku Univ.);

K. Aoki, Y. Kakiguchi, T. Maruta, T. Nagae, H. Noumi, H. Outa, Y. Sato, M. Sekimoto, A.Toyoda (KEK);
T. Fukuda, H. Hotchi, T. Ohtaki, P. Saha (Osaka E.C. Univ.);

S. Ajimura (Osaka Univ.);  W. Imoto (Science Univ. of Tokyo);  A. Krutenkova (ITEP);
K. Miwa (Kyoto Univ.);  T. Saitoh (GSI);  K. Tanida (RIKEN)

E518 is one of the experiments for high-precision γ spectroscopy of  Λ hypernuclei with Hyperball, a large

germanium detector array dedicated to hypernuclear γ spectroscopy (see the E419 section) [1-4].

In this experiment, we investigated γ-ray transitions of 11
ΛB hypernucleus produced by the 11B(π+,K+)

reaction employing the K6 beam line and the SKS spectrometer. One of the purposes of this experiment is to

measure the transition probability B(M1) of the Λ spin-flip M1 transition, 11
ΛB(3/2+→1/2+) (see Fig. 1), and

extract information on the magnetic moment of a Λ inside a nucleus. The magnetic moment of a Λ in a

nucleus can be a probe to investigate possible modifications of baryon properties in a nucleus. In the weak

coupling limit between a Λ and a core nucleus, the Λ spin-flip B(M1) is expressed as [5]

B(M1) ∝ <ψlow | µ
z
 | ψup>|2 = <ψlow | gc Jc

z + gΛ JΛ
z | ψup>|2  ∝ (gc - gΛ )2

where gc and gΛ denote effective g-factors of the core nucleus and the Λ, respectively. Here the space

components of the wavefunctions of the lower and upper states of the doublet (ψlow ,ψup) are assumed to be

identical. Since direct measurement of hypernuclear magnetic moments is extremely difficult due to its too

short lifetime for spin precession, the spin-flip B(M1) provides the only way to measure hypernuclear

magnetic moments at present.

The other purpose of E518 is to cross-check the parameters for the ΛN spin-dependent interactions (spin-

spin, Λ-spin-orbit, N-spin-orbit, and tensor force strengths denoted as Δ, SΛ, SN, T). We have already

determined them from our γ-ray data on 7
ΛLi (KEK E419), 9

ΛBe (BNL E930(’98)), and 16
ΛO (BNL E930(’01))

using Hyperball [1,3,4]. However, these parameters have to be conformed with other hyper- nuclear data.
11
ΛB is suitable for this purpose, since many bound states are expected to exist in this hyper- nucleus.

The details of the experiment and preliminary results are reported in Ref. [6]. The experimental setup is

almost identical to the one in E419 [1,2] (see the E419 section). We irradiated 1.6×1012 pions on a 10 cm-

thick 98%-enriched 11B metal target in about 80 shifts’ beam time.

When the bound-state region is gated in the 11
ΛB mass spectrum (“A” in Fig.2), the γ-ray spectrum

exhibited six peaks as shown in Fig. 3. One

of them was observed in the Doppler- shift-

corrected spectrum. Since they are not

observed when the highly unbound region

(“B” in Fig.2) is selected, these γ rays are

attributed to transitions from 11
ΛB. The

assignment of all these γ rays and the

complete reconstruction of the level scheme

seem difficult because of low statistics

which does not allow γγ coincidence

measurement.

The prominent peak at 1482 keV is

assigned as the E2(1/2+→5/2+) transition



(see Fig. 1). It is likely an E2 transition because its narrow width indicates a lifetime of the transition longer

than 10 ps, which gives a very small B(M1) value if it is an M1 transition. The 1/2+→5/2+ transition is the

only E2 transition expected in 11
ΛB, and the observed largest γ-ray yield is also consistent with this

assignment.

It is to be noted that the shell-model prediction by Millener [4] for this E2 energy with the experimentally

determined ΛN interaction parameters is 1020 keV, significantly lower than the observed energy, as shown in

Fig. 1. It suggests inconsistency of the parameters. Among all the hypernuclear level energies obtained by

our γ-ray spectroscopy and other experiments, such an inconsistency is found in 10
ΛB(2-,1-) and 11

ΛB(1/2+,

5/2+) [7]. More theoretical and experimental studies are necessary to understand hypernuclear structure and

the ΛN interaction.

The data analysis to derive life-

times of the observed transitions is in

progress. In addition, for further study

of the ΛN interaction and the B(M1)

measurement, we are constructing

“Hyperball2”, an upgraded Hyperball

with an efficiency twice larger than

the present Hyperball. It will be ready

in 2004.

Fig.3. Preliminary γ -ray spectra obtained in E518. The spectra
“A” correspond to the bound-state region of 11

ΛB, and “B” to the
highly unbound region (see. Fig.2). Six γ  rays observed in the “A”
spectra are attributed to transitions in 11

ΛB.

Fig.2. Excitation energy spectrum of 11
ΛB in the scale of Λ

binding energy BΛ. The regions “A” and “B” are the bound and
unbound regions for event selection (see Fig.3). References
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Production of neutron-rich Λ hypernuclei by the (π−, K+) double
charge-exchange reaction (E521)

T. Fukuda, P. K. Saha, and H. Noumi

Study of neutron-rich Λ hypernuclei would give information concerning
the Λ-Σ coupling as well as baryon interaction in high density nuclear matter
such as neutron star [1, 2]. However, there have been almost no experimental
efforts so far. Hence our primary intention is to produce one neutron-rich Λ
hypernucleus (10

Λ Li) in the first step, which would lead us to understand the
reaction mechanism and eventually to find exotic hypernuclei such as 6

ΛH or
even 7

ΛH so as to reveal several interesting phenomena in strangeness nuclear
physics.

A neutron-rich Λ hypernuclear production in the (π−,K+) reaction can
proceed by the two-step mechanism with the meson charge-exchange, for ex-
ample, π−p → π0n followed by π0p → K+Λ, or π−p → K0Λ followed by K0p
→K+n. Another process is the single-step process via a Σ− admixture in the
Λ hypernuclear state appearing due to the Σ−p ↔ Λn coupling. Recently,
there has been a theoretical calculation, where the two-step mechanism is
found to be dominant as compared to the single-step one [3]. The ground
state cross section for the 10

Λ Li production was calculated to be 70 nb/sr.
The incident energy dependence of the cross section shows the maximum at
1.05 GeV/c, same as the Λ production in the (π+,K+) reaction. However,
the other two-step process through the real Σ− production ( π−p → Σ−K+

then, Σ−p → Λn) may also contribute to the production cross section, which
is not taken into account in the above calculation. A bound hypernucleus
production depends on the momentum transfer in each step, i.e. the sticking
probability of the Λ. The incident beam momentum in this case should be
higher than 1.05 GeV/c in order to produce a Σ−.

The present experiment was carried out at the K6 beam line of KEK
12-GeV proton synchrotron (PS) together with the superconducting kaon
spectrometer (SKS) system. The total beam time was 30 days in two cycles
of the year 2002 and 2003. We used a 10B target of 3.5 g/cm2 thickness.
Naturally, we started with a beam momentum of 1.05 GeV/c, where pro-
duction cross section was expected to be the maximum as explained above.
We clearly identified scattered kaons separated from both pions and protons.
Then, by gating good kaons, the missing mass spectrum was obtained. The
total number of π− beam injection was about 440× 109 but there were only
7 counts found in the bound region and quasi-free(QF) events were also very
small. The yield in the bound region is about one order magnitude lower
than expected from the theoretical calculation. As for the calibration, we
measured (π+,K+) reaction on 10B and 12C targets of same thickness (3.5
g/cm2). We obtained about 850 and 900 counts in the bound region of 10

Λ B
and 12

Λ C production with 31.2× 109 and 15.4× 109 π+ injection, respectively,
which is quite consistent with previous measurements at SKS. The energy
resolution was obtained to be 2.5 MeV in FWHM.

We then changed the beam momentum to 1.2 GeV/c, where the Σ−

production channel is open and may have contribution to the hypernuclear
production as explained above and took data for about 450 × 109 π− in-
jection. We found that the yield in the bound region was increased about
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Figure 1: Missing mass spectrum
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Figure 2: An expanded view

twice, whereas the QF yield was about one order of magnitude higher as
compared to the 1.05 GeV/c data. In year 2003 run, we continued with the
beam momentum at 1.2 GeV/c and accumulated data for another 700× 109

π− injection. The spectrum in year 2003 was found to be very identical with
that in year 2002 and we simply added two spectra together. Figure 1 shows
the missing mass spectrum on 10B at 1.2 GeV/c for all data we took in E521,
whereas figure 2 is an expanded view for the bound region. In total, we got
about 40 counts in the bound region, although no significant discrete peaks
were observed, which may be due to the limited statics, the experimental
resolution and possible complicated nuclear structure. In the off-line anal-
ysis backgrounds were reduced as much as possible and almost all events
in the bound region are expected to come from the signal of the produced
hypernucleus, 10

Λ Li. From a plastic scintillator trigger counter (1.2 cm thick),
we also obtained the reaction events on 12C so as to produce 12

Λ Be.
From the present experimental result, we obtained the Λ hypernuclear

production rate in the (π−,K+) reaction as compared to that in the (π+,K+)
reaction. Here, we compared yield in the bound region of (π−,K+) reaction
on both 10B and 12C targets at 1.2 GeV/c to that in the (π+,K+) reaction
on respective target from the present experiment. The SKS acceptance and
analysis efficiencies are taken into consideration in the comparison. We found
that the Λ production rate in the (π−,K+) reaction is roughly 3 order of
magnitude smaller (10−3) as compared to that in the (π+,K+) reaction.

In summary, we observed a neutron-rich Λ hypernucleus ,10Λ Li, for the first
time. The yield at the beam momentum of 1.2 GeV/c was higher as compared
to that at 1.05 GeV/c. The theoretical calculation via the meson charge-
exchange mechanism overestimated the reaction cross section as compared
to the present experimental result. More studies are necessary for the detailed
understanding of the reaction mechanism.

[1] Y. Akaishi et al ., Phys. Rev. Lett. 84 (2000) 3539.
[2] S. Shinmura et al ., J. Phys. G 28 (2002) 1.
[3] T. Yu. Tretyakova and D. E. Lanskoy, Phys. of Atomic Nuclei

66 (2003) 1651.
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Kaonic Hydrogen X-Ray Experiment

E546
Measurement of Electronic X rays correlated with Pionic X rays







E546：Measurements of Electronic X rays correlated with Pionic X rays

Negative pions stopped in matter result in the formation of pionic atoms.  In the
previous studies, the LMM model describing the capture process was confirmed by the
experimental results based on the measurements of pionic X rays (πX rays) and neutral pion
decays.  We have studied pion capture process in molecules, especially focused on hydrogen
compound, in liquid and gas phases in E262/E360.  Negative pions exist in highly excited
states at the beginning of the capture process, and then they cascade down to lower excited
states by emitting πX rays or Auger electrons.  Moreover Auger electrons emission is
followed by electronic X-ray (eX-ray) emission from pionic atom.  Since pion mass is about
270 times as large as electron mass, pionic orbital have small radii; the pion strongly shields
electrons from nuclear charge.  Therefore characteristic X-ray energies of pionic atoms are
not those of target atom (atomic number Z) but close to those of Z-1 atom.  In E546 and
several test experiments, we examined electronic X-ray emission correlated with each pionic
X ray to understand electronic rearrangement in the pionic atom during the pionic cascade.

The measurements were performed at πµ-channel of KEK-PS. As illustrated in Fig 1,
the measuring system consists of four plastic scintillation counters and three Ge detectors.
The signals from Ge detectors were taken in the coincidence with the stop events by PS1, PS2,
PS3 and veto PS4.  To examine the correlation between πX rays and eX rays, the photon
events are recorded in a list mode. We used Mo, Sn, Dy, Ho, Ta and Pb metals and Mo, Sn, Ba,
Nd, Gd, Ho, Yb and Hg oxides as the target.  The typical pion beam intensity was about
5x104 π- per pulse.  In addition, we measured eX-ray energies of these atoms and their Z-1
atoms induced by photo ionization with a Co-57 source in the same apparatus.

We tried to measure the electronic X rays emitting in each excited state of a pionic
atom.  However, the number of correlated events is too small to discuss the difference of
electronic X-ray energy between pionic states quantitatively.  Here, we used the gross
spectrum for analysis below.  For as shown in Fig 2, we can find clearly energy difference
between characteristic X-ray energies of pionic Mo atoms (measured in the beam experiment)
and those of Nb atoms (measured in photoionization experiment).  The energy shifts were
also found in both Kα and Kβ lines of other targets.  We show atomic number dependence of
the energy shift of the Kα ray in Fig 3, together with that for muonic atoms obtained by other
group.

We should notice that there are some difference in the energy shifts between pionic
atoms and muonic atoms.  Muons in muonic atom are stay in the 1s state for a relatively long
time. In the experiment of muonic atoms, the authors measured electronic X ray only within
10 - 20 ns after the muon was stopped in target to examine the electronic configuration during
the muonic cascade.  On the other hand, since pions have short life time (26ns) and pions are
absorbed by nucleus before their decay, the eX rays that we measured were emitted from
pionic atoms in an excited state.  Theoretical estimate for dynamical shielding effects, taking
into account the pionic cascades, will be needed to understand the atomic number dependence
observed for pionic atoms.

We also try to reveal the atomic and molecular states after the pion capture by
measuring eX rays correlated with πX rays. In this purpose, we extracted eX ray signals



correlated with πX ray from the obtained spectra
and examined the difference in the fine structure
of KX rays (the ratio of Kα to Kβ X rays) between
metal and its metal oxide for Sn and Mo.
However, the number of correlated events is too
small to discuss on the difference quantitatively.

 
Fig. 3.  Energy shifts of the eX rays. This work is showed in filled
squares and triangles. The shifts in muonic atoms are also illustrated
with open squares.

 

Fig. 2.  X-ray spectrum for pion capture in Mo
target. The open squares and triangles show Nb
and Mo eX-ray spectra, respectively.

 

Fig. 1.  Schematic drawing of
experimental arrangement. “PS” means
plastic scintillation counter.






